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Abstract: Picks are key components for the mechanized excavation of coal by mining machinery,
with their wear state directly influencing the efficiency of the mining equipment. In response to the
difficulty of determining the overall wear state of picks during coal-mining production, a data-driven
wear state identification model for picks has been constructed through the enhanced optimization
of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks via Bayesian algorithms. Initially, a mechanical
model of pick and coal-rock interaction is established through theoretical analysis, where the stress
characteristic of the pick is analyzed, and the wear mechanism of the pick is preliminarily revealed.
A method is proposed that categorizes the overall wear state of picks into three types based on
the statistical relation of the actual wear amount and the limited wear amount. Subsequently, the
vibration signals of the cutting drum from a bolter miner that contain the wear information of picks
are decomposed and denoised using wavelet packet decomposition, with the standard deviation
of wavelet packet coefficients from decomposed signal nodes selected as the feature signals. These
feature signals are normalized and then used to construct a feature matrix representing the vibration
signals. Finally, this constructed feature matrix and classification labels are fed into the Bayesian-
LSTM network for training, thus resulting in the picks wear state identification model. To validate
the effectiveness of the Bayesian-LSTM deep learning algorithm in identifying the overall picks wear
state of mining machinery, vibration signals from the X, Y, and Z axes of the cutting drum from
a bolter miner at the C coal mine in Shaanxi, China, are collected, effectively processed, and then
input into deep LSTM and Back-Propagation (BP) neural networks respectively for comparison. The
results showed that the Bayesian-LSTM network achieved a recognition accuracy of 98.33% for picks
wear state, showing a clear advantage over LSTM, BP network models, thus providing important
references for the identification of picks wear state based on deep learning algorithms. This method
only requires the processing and analysis of the equipment parameters automatically collected from
bolter miners or other mining equipment, offering the advantages of simplicity, low cost, and high
accuracy, and providing a basis for a proper picks replacement strategy.

Keywords: data-driven approach; picks wear state recognition; wavelet packet decomposition;
Bayesian-LSTM

1. Introduction

The advancement of technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT), 5G, Big Data,
Cloud Computing, and Artificial Intelligence (AI) has promoted the integration and innova-
tion of a new generation of information technology and coal-mining machinery technology,
providing specific technical approaches for the digital transformation and upgrade of
coal-mining equipment. The picks are a key component of coal-mining equipment for
mechanized coal extraction, and their wear state directly affects the efficiency of the mining
equipment. In the process of cutting coal-rock, the picks crush and cut coal-rock under the
action of strong thrust, suffering from severe impact and high stress, and experience intense
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friction with the coal wall. There is a strong non-linear coupling effect and friction wear
behavior between the picks and the coal-rock, which can easily lead to the wear failure
of the picks [1]. According to statistics, wear failure accounts for as much as 75–90% of
all failure modes of picks [2]. In actual coal-mining production, due to factors such as
coal-rock characteristics and different picks’ installation angles, the wear degree of the picks
at different positions of the mining equipment’s cutting drum will inevitably vary during
the cutting process. For picks that wear out quickly, if they are not replaced in time, this
will lead to increased wear on the other picks, seriously affecting the cutting efficiency of
mining equipment. Replacing picks immediately requires stopping the operation of mining
equipment, which also impacts work efficiency [3,4]. Coal-mining enterprises currently
rely mainly on manual experience to decide whether to replace picks, and to prevent
work efficiency from being affected by multiple pick replacements, they can only adopt
the strategy of replacing all picks of different wear levels at once, leading to significant
economic waste [5]. Therefore, if the wear state of the mining machinery picks can be
accurately identified, it will not only allow real-time understanding of the wear state of
the picks on the cutting drum, ensuring the efficient operation of mining equipment, but
could also help to propose a scientific picks replacement strategy, significantly reducing
production costs for enterprises.

Many scholars have conducted extensive research on the wear mechanism of picks
and the prediction of pick life. Dewangan [6] used an electron microscope and X-ray
energy dispersive spectroscopy to scan and analyze the images before and after the wear
of the pick, revealing the wear mechanism of the pick and the method of predicting wear
volume. Zhang et al. [7] used PFC 3D software 5.0 to simulate the cutting process of the
pick, conducted cutting experiments on different coated picks, calculated the mass loss
before and after cutting, and then predicted and analyzed the life of the pick. Qin et al. [8]
proposed a reliability model for the competitive failure of picks under random load impact
by considering the effects of sustained impact, variable rate acceleration degradation, and
hard failure threshold changes on pick wear. Tian et al. [9] proposed a degradation model
based on the Gamma process to describe the wear and tear of picks on the tunneling
machine, realizing the prediction of the remaining life of picks.

In recent years, with the development of sensor technology, some scholars have used
machine-learning methods to study the identification of the picks wear state. By studying
the features of vibration, acoustic emission, cutting force, power, and current signals during
the cutting process of picks, they have obtained indirect indicators reflecting the wear of
picks, thus achieving the identification of the picks wear state. Zhang et al. [10–12] built
experimental devices, extracted triaxial vibration signals, infrared temperature signals,
and current signals of picks with different wear degrees during the cutting process, con-
structed a multi-feature signal sample database for picks with different degrees of wear,
and established a pick wear degree identification model based on the BP neural network.
Jin et al. [13] used an acoustic emission signal acquisition device to collect signals from
cutting four different proportions of coal-rock specimens, applied three-layer wavelet
packet decomposition and reconstruction technology to process the signals, and used D-S
evidence theory to intelligently identify the degree of picks’ wear.

In summary, regarding the identification of the wear state of picks, existing research
focuses on one hand on using statistical methods to calculate the wear volume of picks and
predict their lifespan, and on the other hand on identifying the wear state of individual
picks based on multi-source information fusion. However, due to the constraints of the
underground application environment in coal mines, less attention is paid to the overall
wear state evaluation of the picks of mining equipment in coal-mine production. Moreover,
in the application of machine-learning methods, the commonly used methods in the exist-
ing research are shallow learning algorithms, including Support Vector Machines (SVM),
Hidden Markov Models (HMM), and BP neural networks. Compared with deep learning
models, traditional machine learning and shallow learning algorithms have obvious dis-
advantages in terms of data-processing capacity, non-linear processing capabilities, and
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convergence performance. In addition, the adaptive feature learning characteristic of deep
learning methods effectively avoids the limitations of manual feature extraction, gets rid
of the dependence on prior knowledge, and has a higher recognition accuracy and model
generalization capabilities [14].

To further enhance the efficiency and accuracy of identifying the wear state of picks,
this paper proposes a model for identifying the overall wear state of picks based on the
Bayesian-LSTM deep learning neural network. The main contributions are as follows:

(1) We employed a theoretical analysis method to establish a mechanical model of pick
and coal-rock interaction, analyzing the stress characteristics of the picks and revealing
the wear mechanism of the picks. In light of the overall wear characteristics of
the picks, we achieved the rapid classification of three types of picks wear state
through the statistical relationship between the pick wear amount and the limited pick
wear amount.

(2) We used the wavelet packet decomposition method to decompose and denoise the
vibration signals from the cutting drum of a bolter miner, which contain extensive
picks wear information. We then used the standard deviation of the decomposed
signal node wavelet packet coefficients as the feature signals. These feature sig-
nals, after normalization, were used to construct a feature matrix representing the
vibration signals.

(3) We utilized the Bayesian algorithm for its advantages in handling uncertain data,
integrating it into the LSTM network to construct a Bayesian-LSTM network. By
inputting the constructed feature matrix and classification labels into the Bayesian-
LSTM model for training, the recognition results demonstrated a higher accuracy
compared to both LSTM and BP neural networks.

The brief structure of this article is as follows: Section 1 introduces the background of
the research content and the importance of the research. Section 2 shows the related work
about this topic. Section 3 presents the interaction model of the pick and coal-rock during
the cutting process, the overall wear state evaluation index, and the feature signals selection
of picks wear based on wavelet packet decomposition. Section 4 introduces the Bayesian-
LSTM network model. Section 5 presents the analysis of validation and comparison of
results. Section 6 provides the conclusions of this article.

2. Related Work

Based on the above, in the research of picks wear state recognition, the current recog-
nition methods are only conducted within a small sample range. When the data volume
is too large, computational difficulties arise, which cannot meet the demand for handling
massive data in the recognition of the overall wear state of picks [15–17]. Therefore, the
utilization of deep learning for recognizing the overall wear state of picks presents a sig-
nificant advantage. Currently, deep learning algorithms have begun to be used in areas
like machine tool wear state recognition. For instance, Huang et al. [18] proposed a new
method for tool wear prediction based on a deep convolutional neural network and multi-
domain feature fusion, constructing a high-accuracy tool wear prediction model combining
adaptive feature fusion and automatic continuous prediction. Furthermore, Ma et al. [19]
used milling force signals to establish a tool wear prediction model based on convolutional
bidirectional LSTM networks, achieving highly accurate prediction results. On the basis of
deep learning models, some researchers have attempted to use optimization algorithms to
address the reliance of recognition models on large data samples. Wu et al. [20] optimized
LSTM networks using a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm and applied an
improved polynomial threshold function to denoise tool acceleration vibration signals, thus
achieving tool wear quantity prediction and wear state classification. Due to the picks wear
state information typically being a time series signal, certain researchers have employed a
1D convolutional neural network (CNN) for the feature classification of temporal signals
in related fields. Abdeljaber et al. [21] presented a compact 1D CNN architecture that
integrates feature extraction and classification modules, enabling automatic extraction
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of optimal image-sensitive features directly from raw acceleration signals, utilized for
real-time vibration-induced damage monitoring and localization, with a demonstrated out-
standing performance and an exceptionally high computational efficiency. Yuan et al. [22]
introduced a 1D CNN model for rapid and accurate comprehensive damage assessment
post-earthquake. Their results revealed that the prediction accuracy of the 1D CNN model
is comparable to that of 2D CNN models, yet with an over 90% reduced computation time
and an over 69% resource usage reduction. Abdoli et al. [23] introduced a 1D CNN-based
approach for environmental sound classification that directly captures audio signal patterns
through convolutional layers, achieving an average accuracy of 89% with fewer data than
traditional feature-based methods.

Through comparative analysis of the use of deep learning methods for tool wear state
recognition, it can be observed that most of the recognition models still employ traditional
structures such as CNN and LSTM. Some choose to combine optimization algorithms
like PSO and Genetic Algorithms (GA) to address convergence problems during weight
training. When considering the selection of input parameters, the vast majority of studies
still rely on the research experience of their predecessors, without considering the impact of
different input parameter combinations on the output results [24–27]. Additionally, these
network models yield fixed weight matrices after training, and these weight matrices are
no longer updated. The model cannot allocate different weights based on the change in
inputs, so its generalization ability when faced with different tasks can be significantly
constrained [28]. The LSTM deep learning network, with its unique memory units and
gate mechanisms, is adept at capturing dependencies in time series, offering a distinct
advantage in processing temporal data [29–32]. However, the randomness introduced by
environmental factors and parameter choices might compromise the accuracy of the recog-
nition results [33]. In recent years, several researchers have incorporated Bayesian theory
into LSTM deep learning networks to estimate weights and biases. This approach shifts
the neural network parameter estimation from point estimation to probability distribution,
enabling the network to evaluate the certainty or uncertainty of results. Consequently, this
enriches the deep learning network’s formidable data-fitting capability, further enhancing
its learning precision. Li et al. [34] proposed a method that leverages Bayesian-LSTM
to perform Stochastic Variational Inference (SVI) on process-based hydrological models.
By constructing a residual model, they sought to refine the predictions of uncertainty
in hydrological models. The results demonstrated that this method provided a highly
reliable uncertainty interval. Compared to the Bayesian linear regression model, Bayesian-
LSTM offered superior uncertainty estimation. Yang et al. [35] introduced a HiBayes-LSTM
method containing an FIE component to capture past and future time dependencies. By
collecting large-scale HTRO datasets, they extended the weights of the LSTM network
to a probabilistic model, ensuring uncertainty in the HM direction of the head trajectory
predictions. Experimental outcomes revealed that HiBayes-LSTM notably outperformed
nine other methods in predicting ODIs’ significance.

3. Preliminaries

This section analyzes the wear mechanism of picks by establishing a mechanical model
of the pick and coal-rock mass, and proposes a classification method for the overall wear
state of the picks of mining machinery. At the same time, a method for selecting the
characteristic parameters of the picks wear state is provided.

3.1. Pick and Coal-Rock Interaction Model

Picks are the main tools for mining machinery to cut coal-rock. The tip of pick, that
is, the top of the alloy head cone, is mainly used to wedge into the coal-rock mass. After
the pick wedges into the coal-rock mass, it comes into contact with the coal-rock, and
a pick and coal-rock interaction model is shown in Figure 1. The uncut coal-rock mass
shows unevenness, some relatively hard and sharp coal-rock particles are pressed into
the tip surface under the action of the normal load, and they perform a cutting action
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on the pick tip during the drum movement process. The long-term reciprocating cutting
action causes the material on the pick surface to continuously peel off, thus intensifying
the wear of the pick. Therefore, the friction force on the alloy head is the main cause of the
wear of the pick tip.
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According to the classic plane-cutting model of pick [36], it is assumed that the friction
coefficient between the coal-rock mass and the pick is µ, and the relationship between the
surface pressure stress q of the coal-rock mass and its compressive strength u is:

q = u(cos θ − µ sin θ) (1)

where θ is the semi-cone angle of the pick tip.
The radius c of the circular hole of the pick tip in the coal-rock mass can be expressed

as follows:

c =
2tq H

u(cos θ − µ sin θ)
(2)

where H is the cutting thickness of the pick, and tq is the tensile stress of the coal-rock mass.
As can be seen from Figure 1, when the pick on the drum is in a rotating cutting

state, the cross-section AD perpendicular to the instantaneous cutting speed Vq direction
on the pick body is elliptical. Take the differential element AD on the contact surface
between the pick and the coal-rock mass for research, denoted as δA, according to the
differential principle:

δA = rδφδl (3)

where φ is the fracture angle, l is the length from the tip to a point on the pick body, and
r is the radius of the cross-sectional circle.
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According to the relative positional relationship, the semi-axes a and b of the ellipse
can be expressed as follows:

a =
c

cos Bj
, b = c

(
1− tan Bj tan θ

)
(4)

where Bj is the cutting angle of the cutting pick.
For ease of analysis, this ellipse is equivalently treated as a circle with a radius of

a0 to obtain:

a0 =
c
[
cos θ + cos

(
θ + Bj

)]
2 cos θ cos β j

(5)

From this, it can be determined that after considering the frictional force and cut-
ting angle, the cutting force element on its conical surface when the pick is rotating and
cutting is:

FY = dFN sin θ + dFf cos θ =
(sin θ + µ cos θ)

(cos θ − µ sin θ)
qδA = 2tq

H(sin θ + µ cos θ)

(cos θ − µ sin θ) sin θ
δϕδr (6)

where dFf , dFY, and dFN are the frictional force element, cutting force element, and normal
pressure element on the pick surface, respectively.

After integrating Equation (6), the total horizontal force on the conical surface in
interaction between the pick and the coal-rock mass is obtained:

FY =
∫

dFY = 2tq
H(sin θ+µ cos θ)

(cos θ−µ sin θ) sin θ

∫ 2π
0 dϕ

∫ a0
0 dr

= 2πtqc H(sin θ + µ cos θ)
(cos θ − µ sin θ) sin θ

[
cos θ + cos(θ + Bj)

cos θ cos Bj

] (7)

As can be seen from Equation (7), the cutting resistance of the pick in the rotating
cutting condition is a quadratic function of its cutting thickness, it is directly proportional
to the square of the tensile stress of the coal-rock mass and the ratio of the compressive
strength, and it has a complex trigonometric function relationship with the cutting angle.
The traction resistance of the pick is about (0.5–0.8) FY, and the lateral force is about
(0.1–0.2) FY.

3.2. Overall Wear State Evaluation Index

As analyzed in the previous section, the interaction between the pick and the coal-rock
mass is extremely complex, and its wear types mainly include abrasive wear, erosion wear,
and fatigue wear, among which abrasive wear accounts for about 70~75% of the total
wear volume. Abrasive wear refers to the phenomenon or process that causes surface
material loss during the interaction between abrasives or hard micro-protrusions and the
worn material surface. If the removed material is very small, it is usually referred to as
micro-cutting. In the abrasive wear process of the pick, the abrasive can remove the pick
material in one interaction. Therefore, the micro-cutting abrasive wear theoretical model
can be used to study the macroscopic coal-rock cutting process of the pick.

When only considering the wear of the pick tip, the wear trend of the alloy head is
shown in Figure 2. As can be seen, the wear of the alloy head is like a plane parallel to the
coal-rock surface layer cutting the alloy head. The coal-rock surface continuously laminates
the alloy head, while the height of the alloy head being cut gradually increases. When the
layer cutting height changes from 1 mm to 3 mm, a significant change in its wear volume
occurs, which can be represented by the cross-sectional area of the plane and the alloy head.
The larger the wear area, the more wear the alloy head has.
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From the above analysis, it can be seen that for the wear of the pick tip, the contact
area between the pick and the coal-rock is the main influencing factor. The larger the
area of contact between the pick and the coal-rock, the more wear, that is, the more the
area of contact between the pick tip and the coal-rock can reflect the wear amount of the
pick. Therefore, without considering the self-rotation ability of the pick during the cutting
process, the wear coefficient η of a single pick can be represented by the following equation:

η =
S

Slim
≈ L

Llim
(8)

where S is the contact area with the coal-rock, Slim is the limited contact area with the
coal-rock, L is the layer cutting thickness, and Llim is the limited layer cutting thickness.
Based on this, this article proposes to establish an overall wear state coefficient H based on
the wear coefficient η of a single pick and use it to evaluate the overall wear situation of
picks, thereby achieving a method of quickly obtaining the overall wear degree of picks
during coal-mine production.

H =
N

∑
i=1

Siηi/
N

∑
i=1

Si (9)

where Si is the total number of each type of pick and ηi is the single pick wear rate.
According to the field pick replacement experience of engineering cases, before and after
pick replacement, the overall picks wear state can be divided into three levels: slight wear,
moderate wear, and severe wear. The range of the overall wear coefficient H corresponding
to the determined various wear states is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Classification of overall picks wear state.

Wear State Overall Wear Coefficient H Replacement Strategy

Slight wear 0~0.3 No action
Moderate wear 0.3~0.5 Check

Severe wear 0.5~1 Replace

3.3. Selection of Picks Wear Feature Signal

During the cutting process of mining machinery, the tip of the pick bears a high
concentrated stress. Due to the small contact area of the pick tip, the picks violently rub
against the coal-rock mass during the cutting process and generate vibration, accompanied
by the propagation of vibration waves. Under certain cutting parameters, the vibration
signals generated by the cutting drum with different global wear levels must be different.
Therefore, this article chooses the vibration signal of the cutting drum to effectively identify
the overall wear state of picks.

Wavelet packet analysis is a refined signal analysis method that can decompose the
collected non-linear parameter signals into different scales, obtain the node features of the
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signals at each scale, and form a feature parameter group. The principle of extracting pick
wear features with wavelet packets is as follows:

The expression of the wavelet packet function is

µn
j+1,k(t) = 2

j+1
2 µn(2j+1t− k) (10)

where j is the scale parameter, n is the oscillation parameter, k is the translation parameter,
and t is the time variable.

The wavelet packet function satisfies the double scale equation:
µ2n(t) =

√
2 ∑

k∈Z
h(k)µn(2t− k)

µ2n+1(t) =
√

2 ∑
k∈Z

g(k)µn(2t− k)
(11)

In the formula, h(k) is the coefficient of the low-pass filter, g(k) is the coefficient of the
high-pass filter, and {µn(t)}n∈Z is the orthogonal wavelet packet.

The projection of the original parameter x(t) signal on {µn(t)}n∈Z, that is, the wavelet
packet coefficient is

dk
j =

∫ +∞

−∞
x(t) · µn

j+1(t)dt (12)

The algorithm of wavelet packet decomposition is
d2n

j (k) = ∑ h(l − 2k)dn
j+1(l)

d2n+1
j (k) = ∑ g(l − 2k)dn

j+1(l)
(13)

This article relies on engineering examples to process the cutting vibration signal,
compares the node wavelet packet coefficients of the signal with other signal feature pa-
rameters, and finally proposes to use the standard deviation of the vibration signal wavelet
packet coefficients as a recognition indicator to identify the overall wear state of picks.

The feature vector definition for the overall wear state identification of picks is:

T(x(t), j, r) =

√√√√ 1
n

n

∑
k=1

[dj,r(k)−
−

dj,r]
2

(14)

where T(x(t), j, r) is the standard deviation of the wavelet packet coefficients of signal
x(t) at the node (j, r), dj,r(k) is the k-th wavelet packet coefficient of the signal x(t) at the

node (j, r), and
−

dj,r is the average of the wavelet packet coefficients of the signal x(t) at the
node (j, r).

4. Methods

The section illustrates the structure and characteristics of the LSTM neural network,
proposes a Bayesian-LSTM neural network optimized by the Bayesian algorithm, and also
provides the process of an overall picks wear state recognition model based on wavelet
packet decomposition and Bayesian-LSTM.

4.1. LSTM Network

The LSTM deep learning network is a novel type of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
with its inherent recursive traits. The LSTM model introduces three gates (input gate, forget
gate, output gate) to control the historical information transmission between neural units,
thereby avoiding the gradient explosion and gradient vanishing problems that may occur
in the training process of traditional recursive neural networks [37]. It effectively handles
the long-term dependency relationships present in long sequences. The vibration signal
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data used in this paper are a kind of time series data, which reflect the change trend in
the wear condition of the picks over time. Therefore, this paper chooses to use the LSTM
network for the state recognition of time series.

Within the architecture of an LSTM model, every unit holds a cell, which essentially
acts as its memory store. The manner in which memory units in an LSTM are read and
modified is controlled by three critical components: the input gate, the forget gate, and the
output gate. Typically, sigmoid or tanh functions depict their operations. To illustrate, the
operational process of an LSTM unit proceeds as such: at each interval, it absorbs two forms
of external data-the current state and the preceding LSTM’s hidden state. Additionally, an
internal input, the state of the memory unit, is also fed to each gate. Following the receipt
of these input data, the gates compute the data from diverse sources, and the outcomes
determine their activation status. The input gate’s input is manipulated via a nonlinear
function, which then amalgamates with the memory unit state that the forget gate has
handled, creating a novel memory unit state. Ultimately, the memory unit state, after
being processed by a nonlinear function and dynamically managed by the output gate,
becomes the LSTM unit’s output. As a result, LSTM networks possess the capacity to retain
long-term dependencies as they can selectively eliminate certain data, maintain beneficial
information, and relay it to the subsequent step via the output gate. The basic structure of
LSTM is shown in Figure 3.
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The data transfer within the LSTM neural unit follows these equations:

Input gate : it = σ(Wxixt + Whiht−1 + Wcict−1 + bi) (15)

Forget gate : ft = σ(Wxfxt + Whfht−1 + Wcfct−1 + bf) (16)

Output gate : ot = σ(Wxoxt + Whoht−1 + Wcoct + bo) (17)

Cell memory state : ct = ftct−1 + ittanh(Wxcxt + Whcht−1 + bc) (18)

Cell output : ht = ottanh(ct) (19)

In these equations, Wxc, Wxi, Wxf, Wxo are weight matrices connected to the input
signal xt; Whc, Whi, Whf, Who are weight matrices connected to the output signal ht of the
hidden layer; Wci, Wcf, Wco are diagonal matrices connecting the output vectors of the
neuron activation function and gate function; bi, bc, bf, bo are bias vectors; and σ is the
activation function, usually a tanh or sigmoid function.
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4.2. Parameter Optimization Based on Bayesian Theory

The core idea of parameter optimization based on Bayesian theory is to treat LSTM as
a Bayesian model, place prior distribution on the network weights and bias parameters
of LSTM, and then use variational inference to infer the posterior distribution of the
parameters given the data [38].

Bayesian theory considers θ as a random variable that can be described by a probability
distribution. According to Bayes’ formula,

p(θ|y0) =
p(y0|θ)p(θ)

p(y0)
∝ p(y0|θ)p(θ) (20)

where p(θ|y0) is the posterior distribution, p(θ) is the prior distribution, p(y0) is the
evidence or normalization constant, and its calculation formula is as follows:

p(y0) =
∫

p(y0|θ)p(θ)dθ (21)

Since the evidence is in integral form, it is mostly non-integrable except in some
ideal situations. Therefore, the method of variational inference is often used, that is, a set
of distributions are introduced to approximate the posterior distribution of parameters
p(θ|y0), denoted as q(θ|Λ), where Λ = [Λ1, · · ·ΛN ] is the variational parameter matrix
corresponding to the model parameters θ = [θ1, · · · , θN ].

The difference between the original distribution and the variational distribution is
generally measured by Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence:

DKL[q(θ|Λ) ‖ p(θ|y0)] = −L(Λ) + lgp(y0) (22)

In this equation, L(Λ) is the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO). It can be seen that
the smaller the divergence, the greater the variational lower bound, indicating that the
variational distribution is closer to the original distribution. The maximum value of the
evidence lower bound is obtained to obtain the optimal distribution.

The idea of variational inference is to follow the gradient of variational parameters,
express the gradient as an expected value, and use the Monte Carlo method to estimate this
expectation. An unbiased gradient estimation is obtained by sampling from the variational
distribution, which saves the analytical calculation of the variational lower bound. The
objective function of variational inference is:

L(Λ) = Eq[lgp(y0, θ)− lg(q(θ|Λ))] (23)

In this equation, Eq is the expectation about (q(θ|Λ), and p(y0, θ) is the joint distribu-
tion of y0 and θ.

If Λ is the free parameter of q(θ|Λ), the gradient of the lower bound of the distribution
can be expressed as:

∇(L(Λ)) = Eq(Λ)[∇ ln q(Λ) ln
p(y0,θ)

q(Λ)
] (24)

According to the Monte Carlo sampling method, the gradient of the variational lower
bound is

∇(L(Λ)) =
1
N ∑

i=1
N[∇ ln q(Λ) ln

p(y0,θ)
q(Λ)

] (25)

Therefore, for stochastic variational inference, the execution process of variational
inference is

Λt+1 = Λt + ρt
1
N ∑

i=1
N[∇ ln q(Λ) ln

p(y0,θ)
q(Λ)

] (26)

where ρt is the learning rate. When the change in the free parameters Λ is less than a
given tolerance, the calculation stops. Based on the inferred network weights and bias
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parameters from the posterior distribution, the network can continue to train according to
the LSTM algorithm.

In summary, the proposed picks wear state recognition model is shown in Figure 4,
and the process of the picks wear state recognition model based on wavelet packet decom-
position and Bayesian optimization of LSTM is as follows:
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(1) Use wavelet packet decomposition to decompose the original signal of cutting vibra-
tion, and choose the standard deviation of wavelet packet coefficients as the feature
signal of the neural network;

(2) Establish the parameter seeking model of the LSTM network, and use Bayesian
optimization theory to optimally seek parameters for the initial parameters of the
LSTM network;

(3) Build and initialize the LSTM and fully connected layer network based on the param-
eter seeking result, and set the hyperparameters of the network;

(4) Train the network on the sample training set, and use the trained network to perform
classification testing on the test samples.

5. Engineering Verification

To verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed overall picks wear state recog-
nition model, extensive engineering experiments on real datasets have been implemented
against the classic methods under differently labeled rations.

5.1. Data Acquisition

In order to verify the effectiveness of the picks wear recognition method proposed
in this article, the real parameters of the bolter miner of Shaanxi C mine in China are
selected for verification. The roof of this mine is moderately stable, using a bolter miner for
tunneling, the coal seam thickness is about 5 m, and the average daily advance is about 50 m.
The properties of coal-rock mass in this mine are relatively stable, and the average daily
number of pick replacements is found to be roughly equivalent through statistics, proving
that the C mine is quite suitable for conducting picks wear state recognition experiments.

In the experiment, we continued to adopt the strategy of centrally changing the picks.
By statistically measuring the wear volume of the picks before each shift, and calculating
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the overall wear coefficient H of the picks on drum cutting according to Formula (9), it was
found that if the picks were not replaced for 2 days, the overall wear coefficient could reach
0.3. If extended to more than 3 days, the wear coefficient could reach 0.5. This preliminarily
proved that delaying the replacement of picks can accelerate their wear. Therefore, the
field collected the X, Y, and Z directional vibration acceleration of the cutting drum of the
bolter miner immediately after replacing the picks, and 2 and 3 days later, respectively
representing slight wear, moderate wear, and severe wear levels. The vibration sensor
location is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The vibration sensor location on bolter miner.

During the field tests, 2 s of X, Y, and Z directional vibration data were recorded every
minute under each working condition, ensuring the data collection was in a stable state.
In total, 100 sets of data were recorded under each working condition, with a total of two
detection tests conducted, forming a total of 600 sets of characteristic data. The collected
Y-directional raw vibration data are shown in Figure 6.
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5.2. Data Processing

As can be seen from Figure 6, the amplitude of the drum vibration signal is larger
with an increased picks wear degree. In the process of collecting the vibration acceleration
curve of the cutting drum, errors may occur due to factors such as the environment and
noise, which cause inaccuracy in the signal. Merely utilizing time-domain analysis cannot
adequately analyze the vibration signal. To more accurately identify the degree of wear of
the cutting picks, this paper converts the acquired time-domain signal into a frequency-
domain signal for further analysis to obtain more fitting evaluation parameters.

Wavelet packet analysis divides the signal into detailed hierarchical divisions to
improve signal processing capabilities. This study chose to perform wavelet packet de-
composition on the time-domain signals of the vibration acceleration of the cutting drum
under three picks wear states, selecting DB wavelet basis. It was found that when n equals
8, the time-domain waveform of wavelet packet decomposition is the smoothest and the
frequency characteristics are ideal; thus, this paper selected DB8 as the wavelet basis. After
signal decomposition, each node is respectively recorded as (3, 0), (3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 3), (3, 4),
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(3, 5), (3, 6), and (3, 7). Figure 7 shows the wavelet packet decomposition diagram of the
Y-directional vibration signals of picks with moderate wear.
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Figure 7. Wavelet packet decomposition diagram of Y-directional vibration signals for picks with
moderate wear. (a) Coefficients of Packet (3, 0), (b) Coefficients of Packet (3, 1), (c) Coefficients of
Packet (3, 2), (d) Coefficients of Packet (3, 3), (e) Coefficients of Packet (3, 4), (f) Coefficients of Packet
(3, 5), (g) Coefficients of Packet (3, 6), (h) Coefficients of Packet (3, 7).

Based on the wavelet packet decomposition coefficients, the standard deviation of
the decomposition wavelet packet coefficients can be obtained according to Formula (14),
as shown in Table 2. The above data form a 25 × 600 feature matrix, where the first
24 columns are standard deviations of wavelet packet coefficients, and the last column is
the classification label. The process involved randomly selecting 480 groups of data as the
training set and 120 groups of data as the test set.
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Table 2. Standard deviations of wavelet packet coefficients for each picks wear state.

Wear State No.

Standard Deviations of
Wavelet Packet Coefficients

in X Direction

Standard Deviations of
Wavelet Packet Coefficients

in Y Direction

Standard Deviations of
Wavelet Packet Coefficients

in Z Direction
V1 . . . V8 V1 . . . V8 V1 . . . V8

Slight Wear
1 3.9498 . . . 2.3341 4.7793 . . . 2.3901 5.1094 . . . 2.5387

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200 2.9066 . . . 2.2601 3.4995 . . . 2.4891 4.6941 . . . 1.6829

Moderate Wear
1 4.5183 . . . 1.8889 5.5397 . . . 2.9457 3.9481 . . . 2.2765

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200 3.8656 . . . 2.1931 5.2076 . . . 2.9488 4.2075 . . . 2.0691

Severe Wear
1 4.1303 . . . 2.6881 8.1387 . . . 3.5480 4.5001 . . . 2.6433

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200 3.3412 . . . 2.8546 7.7809 . . . 3.8907 4.7600 . . . 3.8120

5.3. Overall Picks Wear State Recognition Model

Before importing the data, it is necessary to normalize the standard deviation data of
the decomposed wavelet packet coefficients, as shown below:

x∗t =
xt − xmin

xmax − xmin
(27)

Bayesian-LSTM runs in a Python environment and is built based on the open-source
machine learning library PyTorch and the probabilistic model Pyro. The hyperparameter
settings are as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Hyperparameter settings of the Bayesian-LSTM network.

Hyperparameter Settings

Hidden layer 6
Learn rate 0.001

Epoch 1000
Sample Num 10

To verify the recognition effect of the Bayesian-LSTM network, a deep LSTM network is
chosen for comparison analysis. In the deep LSTM network, the settings of hyperparameters
such as the learning rate and the number of hidden layers are consistent. The training
results of the two networks are shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, with the increase in iterations, the Bayesian-LSTM network
decreases very quickly. Compared to the standard LSTM network, it achieves a higher
accuracy at a faster rate and the accuracy at each measurement point is higher than that of
the standard LSTM. To quantify the accuracy of the two prediction models, a comparison
of their accuracy rates is shown in Figure 9.

As can be seen from the above figures, given a certain set of hyperparameters, the
classification accuracy of the Bayesian-LSTM model is 98.33%, while the LSTM model’s
classification accuracy is 89.16%. In the aforementioned conclusions, the recognition
accuracy of the LSTM model is relatively low, which is because the weight parameters
of the LSTM model are fixed and have not yet been optimized. If we use the Adam
algorithm [39] to update and iterate the weights, and use Softmax as the classifier, the final
set of hyperparameters for the optimized LSTM recognition model would be as given in
Table 4 below.
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The final confusion matrix of the LSTM network optimized by Adam is shown
in Figure 10.

In order to further verify the accuracy and generalization ability of the Bayesian-LSTM
deep learning network in the recognition of the picks wear state, the obtained results are
compared with the classification results of the optimized LSTM and BP networks. The
comparison results are as shown in Table 5 below.

Table 4. Hyperparameter settings of the optimized LSTM network.

Hyperparameter Settings

Input size 24
Classification No. 3

Hidden layer 10
Learn rate 0.01

Epoch 500
Dropout 0.1

Optimizer Adam
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Figure 10. Confusion matrix with the optimized LSTM network.

Table 5. Comparison of the accuracy of overall picks wear recognition under different algorithms.

Network Recognition Accuracy

BP 84.16%
Optimized LSTM 94.16%
Bayesian-LSTM 98.33%

From the table, it can be seen that the recognition accuracy of optimized LSTM and
Bayesian-LSTM are higher than that of the BP network, proving that deep learning networks
have a better accuracy when dealing with nonlinear data. However, in the macro view,
the classification accuracy of the LSTM network on small-sample data is not ideal and has
certain limitations. When the Bayesian theory is introduced, the Bayesian-LSTM model
effectively reduces the model overfitting caused by sparse data and noise and provides an
uncertainty quantification for prediction, effectively improving its recognition accuracy.

6. Conclusions

Accurate identification of the overall picks wear state is a core task in achieving in-
telligent upgrades of mining equipment. This study utilized theoretical analysis methods
to research the mechanical model of the interaction between the pick and the coal-rock,
preliminarily revealing the wear mechanism of the cutting picks. Based on this, we pro-
posed a classification judgment method for three types of overall pick wear state. This
study proposed an overall picks wear state recognition method based on Bayesian-LSTM.
Using the vibration signals of the bolter miner’s cutting drum as the basis for recognition,
we used status labels and feature matrices to train the recognition model. The trained
Bayesian-LSTM recognition model can effectively recognize the overall picks wear state.
Compared to deep LSTM and BP, this method has a higher recognition accuracy.

In conclusion, this method only requires processing and analyzing equipment parame-
ters automatically collected by mining machinery such as a bolter miner during its working
process. It has the advantages of being easy to implement, low-cost, and highly accurate,
providing a basis for the correct pick replacement strategy. However, there are still several
challenging issues in theoretical and practical research, and recommended research works
in the future as follows:

(1) It is necessary to research more feature parameters that can reflect the wear state of picks,
such as current data on the cutting motor and pressure signals of the hydraulic cylinder.

(2) It is essential to study further efficient signal processing methods that can reduce the
data disturbance caused by coal-mine scenes and to further improve the accuracy of
picks wear state recognition.
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